Hardware versus software for real‐time video processing
The research efforts presented in this paper fit in a larger research project, Painvision [1,2], that aims
at recognizing pain in real‐time in demented elderly suffering from Alzheimer’s disease by means of a
camera system. Typically demented elderly in the last stage of their disease, are unable to
communicate verbally [3]. A camera based system can monitor these patient’s facial expressions 24
hours a day and 7 days a week. If a patient becomes uncomfortable, the camera based system can
alarm a caregiver immediately.
One of the Painvision challenges is to recognize facial pain expressions out of the video stream in
real‐time. Focusing on patients, this is not only a Painvision challenge as can be seen in similar
research done by Becouze et al.[4]. They developed an image processing algorithm to measure the
degree of facial grimacing in patients using a single digital camera. This algorithm can process 2.5
frames per second (fps) using a MATLAB® implementation, which is not real‐time as they want to
process 30 fps. Our real‐time constraint is set at a processing speed of less than 50ms for one image
(which is 20 fps). This is considered to be a standard timing constraint.
By experimentation we identified the normalization step as the most computationally intensive part
of the pain recognition algorithm. This step outputs frontal images of the patient’s face on a
predefined mask, independent of the pose and distance of the patient from the camera. This size and
pose normalization makes the machine learning techniques more robust and perform better later on
the expression recognition algorithm steps.
This normalization step is based on a dense affine transform (warp) which is pixel based, and
therefore very computationally intensive. The current implementation in MATLAB® [5] cannot be
performed in real‐time.
In this paper we present four different implementations of the affine transformation, and compare
these implementations based on their processing time. Moreover, the goal of this research was to
investigate which implementation is suitable for a real‐time application.
The first implementation discussed is the MATLAB® implementation. MATLAB® is a high‐level
programming environment and is commonly used to develop and test algorithms. However, no real‐
time processing times should be expected [4,6]. Significant faster processing times can be expected
by the C++ implementations using Open source Computer Vision (OpenCV) [7‐9], or the Open source
Graphics Library (OpenGL) [10‐12]. The last implementation is a hardware based alternative. A Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), is used to implement the algorithm onto hardware. We decided to
program this device using a high‐level modular design strategy, based on a Simulink® model [5]. In
combination with Xilinx System Generator [13] a Simulink® model can be automatically translated
into the appropriate Hardware Description Language (HDL) code required to configure the FPGA.
Measurements indicate that a hardware implementation is the fastest (1.1ms), followed by the
OpenGL implementation (1.3ms). Moreover, the OpenCV implementation is considerably faster
compared to MATLAB® (24.4ms and 153.7ms respectively). As MATLAB® is our reference
implementation, we calculated the mean squared error of each output image compared with the
MATLAB® output image. With a mean squared error between 3.7 and 4.2 we can conclude that all
three alternative implementations produce a comparable output image.
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